Outer measures are used to obtain measures that are maximal with respect to a normal lattice.
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND.
A measure theoretic (equivalently filter) characterization of normal lattices is well known (see e.g. Frollk [I]) and we will give here an alternate proof of this. M. Szeto has considered (see [2] ) the relationship between measures that are maximal with respect to a lattice and lattice regular measures in the case of normal and arbitrary lattices of subsets. We consider here the case of a normal lattice, and first give an alternate presentation to the one given by M. Szeto. We then apply these results to extend the characteristic result of normal lattices from zero-one valued measures to arbltrary non-negatlve, non-trlvlal finitely additive measures on the algebra generated by the lattice (see Theorem 2.2) . Finally in the third and last section we extend the results of Szeto [2] by considering a measure which is o-smooth with respect to a lattice, and give results about the associated maximal measure when the lattice is normal (see e.g. Theorem 3.4), and also countably paracompact (see e.g.
Theorem 3.2).
We adhere to standard lattice and measure theoretic terminology consistent with Frollk [I], Szeto [3] and Wallman [4] , and we give the main definitions and notations that will be used throughout this paper before considering normal lattices. Let X be an abstract set, and L denote the lattice of subsets of X. We assume that , X e L for most of our results. First:
Lattice Terminology
A(L) is the algebra generated by L. 0j (L) is the .-alebra generated by L. ,S(L) is the lattice of all countable intersections of sets fcom L We have a delta lattice (-lattlce) if (L) L.
(L) is the lattice of arbitrary intersections of sets of L. L Is complemented if L L -> L' E L (L Is an algebra). 2). Let 1'2 e MR(L)' Pl 2 (L) and I(X) 2(X), then 1 P2"
We shall prove 1): Let X be an arbitrary set and L a lattice of subsets with 4, X e L, and also let I(L). For EX, we define '(E) inf{(L')lEL' LeL}.
It is easy to see tlnat !., a flnitely subaddltive outer measure, and B'(L). Moreover ' on L if and only if e IR(L). Next let e I(L) and define F {L e L IB'(L)ffil}. It is easy to see that F is an L-filter.
We also have:
If L is normal, then F is an L-ultra filter. PROOF. Suppose FCH L-filter, then there exists L E H and L F. Therefore '(L) 0 which means LC', (')ffi 0. This implies () I, therefore e FH using '(L). Therefore /L e H and since L' we get L/ e H.
This contradicts the fact that H is an -filter. Therefore F is an L-ultra filter.
As is well known, with F is associated a IR(L), and v(L). The more general case of e M(L) will be considered in the next section.
ASSOCIATED OUTER MEASURES.
Let eM(L)and u'(E) Inf{(L'): E=L',L e L} where E is an arbitrary subset of X.
Then it is easy to see that '(#) O, B' is monotone, and [Inltely subaddltive.
We shall investigate ', and other such "outer measures" associated with u in this section.
First, we note that if *I'2 e M(L) and if | 2(L), and I(X) 2(X), then In addition, since A(L) Sa then is finitely additive.
All this implies p CMR(L Now p (L) from part (c). Using . (Z), B(L'), X L, and X e L' we can say p(X) (X) and (X) (X) giving us p(X) (X).
As an immediate application we have: if eMR(L) so ul vl eMR(L) and g 2 eMR(L). Therefore e MR(L); and e MR(L). Now (X) p(X) therefore p(X) Vl(X) v2(X ).
Recall MR(L); therefore a " 1' " v2 implying I 2"
This extends the result of section to MR(L) from IR(L).
SMOOTHNESS CONSIDERATIONS.
If one assumes certain added smoothness conditions on , as well as further demands on the lattice, then it is possible to improve some o the results of section 2. Let A + , A e L then there exists B L such that AB' and B'+ # n n n n n n since L is countably paracompact. Now it follows that AB , so using L is normal n n there exists C ,D L such that A C C', BCD' and C'D'
. Then C' D and one n n n n n n n n n n ,e, ,CC'n < v. ''. So..(__ < A) ,,d A n) --) for A L. , ddo-A) C) by monotonicity of and it is easy to show that U on L implies v V on L'. So ,(A n) dA n) A n) C')n C) ,(C). Using monotonicity of we get: (A n) v(A n) Rn C')n C')n (C')n (Dn)" But B'+ => Dn+ and e M (L) ==> (D n) / 0. So (A n) ( 
